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Raymond W

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Who doesn’t enjoy shooting an AK? It does have some heft with the milled steel receiver. 











Phil E

on
03/02/2018




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This first generation Century All American Made AK is running great now, with now being the operative word. As received, the gas block was not improperly fitted, it was not fitted at all. I had a single-shot AK-47. I sent it to Century and they repaired it satisfactorily. Shortly thereafter, it simplay failed to function at all. Inspection showed that the rod was not joined to the piston in the usual way. It appeared to be simpy screwed on without the aid of so much as a thread-locking compound Rather than be without the gun again so soon after the first failure, I decided to fix it myself. I ordered the correct malleable rivet from Brownell's as Century was unwilling to send me the stone-simple part I needed. After disassembly and a bit of peening on a block, the pin is robust and likely to stay that way. Since then, the gun has run well and shows consistent accuracy capability beyond my optical ability. I was pleased enough with Gen 1 that I bought a Gen 2 from a different dealer and so far, so good. 











David C

on
12/17/2014




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Put a scope on the rifle and took it to the range. Groups were all over the place. Checked the scope and scope mounts and all were tight. But the quad rail system was loose as a goose. Called Century several times before I got someone who was aware of the problem. After I was told of all the red tape I would have to go through my head was spinning. Decided just to use the iron sights on the rifle and install a bumpski stock. My other AK with a 3rd party quad rail system is very tight and I get 2 inch groups at 50 yards with a Redfield Counterstrike red dot sight. Never going to purchase a Century International Arms product again. Their customer service seems to go the extra mile to give customers a hard time. 











Francis A

on
12/14/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Beautiful rifle, No jams at all totally different than most Century Arms products. Has a little more kick than other Ak's I've shot and the handguard gets pretty uncomfortable when it gets hot. Definitely recommend a vertical "shorty" grip or an AFG. The stock is also different because it is an inch longer than regular AK stocks but overall nice rifle. 











Adrian S

on
10/04/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolutely a devastating weapon. I have put around 400-500 rounds through this gun and have had no failures at all. Very reliable gun and as I said.....a devastaing weapon. You want to have a gun to feel secure and protect whats yours? Buy this gun. Buds was great to deal with as always. 











Bernard P

on
07/07/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Received my Centurion after 6 weeks on layaway. While I consider myself an avid gun guy, this is only my 2nd AK style rifle (the other is an Zastava M-77 in .308). I got the Centurion after looking over hundreds of different models of AK's from the world over. Different brands and countries of manufacturing really boggle the mind especially when you consider that the design is 67 years old. I consider myself a value shopper, in that I don't really look for cheapest, or the unconditional best (i.e. expensive), but I look for the best price-to-quality ratio I can find that will produce a reliable firearm that I can use as I please for decades. Most of the tolerances are really tight. The stock, the grips, the barrel and gas systems all seem to be 100% in spec. The muzzle brake, however, has a slight wobble to it. Unfortunately, I'm going to have to get a crush washer and make up the slight difference between the landing on the barrel and the base of the brake. I did some comparison with the brake I put on my M77 and the problem is with the threading on the brake not, the threads on the barrel. The brake wobbled on both rifles while my aftermarket replacement was perfect on each. It's in no danger of coming off but I'm either going to replace it or talk to Century about getting it replaced. The Tapco G2 trigger has a little left/right wiggle if enough perpendicular pressure is applied, but the trigger pull itself is outstanding with no creep and crisp break that will surprise you. I don't have a tool to measure the pull, but I guesstimate around 3-4 lbs and it is A LOT cleaner than most mil-spec AR-15 trigger pulls (that I'm much more familiar with). It is also a lot cleaner than my M-77. I did notice when breaking the rifle down for the first time that the trigger spring is not the twisted wire that you see in most of the AK's out of the eastern block nations, but a solid, single strand, spring type like the AR series uses. The safety lever was adequate, but it did not come with the bolt-hold-notch that gun ranges like to see. It's not a big deal since this part is easily replaced for less than $30, it just seems more like oversight than cost cutting on this rifle. Also, the lever that did come on it was not the same finish as the rest of the rifle (I'm guess it was powder coated instead of anodized like the rest of the rifle). Speaking of the finish, it was good, but not great. I could definitely see some wear on the edges from shipping/storage (it ships with 2 awesome Tapco mags and an instruction book, but no case - just a plain padded brown box). I love the extended magazine release. I didn't know I was missing that on my M77 until now! The stock and handguard are both black polymer. The stock feels like it is mounted solidly and being a taller guy (6'4") I appreciate the extra inch they give you with this custom stock. Despite that, it looks and feels cheap. The hard, serrated, buttpad comes off with two phillips screws and reveals the hollowness that is this stock. It's skinny, feels a little small, and would be much better suited with a rubber buttpad instead (not so much for recoil, but general comfort for shooters of all ages). The sling attachment on the stock is also very basic, and would much rather of had something with a QD ability. The polymer handguard also leaves something to be desired. The bottom guard seems sturdy enough but is uncomfortable to hold because of the picatinny rail that is utterly useless because it's polymer. Furthermore, the top polymer guard is only slightly loose, but that's still too loose to trust any type of optic (since that is the only place you can put one on it out of the box since it's missing a side mount). The front handguard is going to be the first piece that I replace. The polymer pistol grip seems adequate enough for a stock grip, but I'll probably replace with a rubberized Hogue at some point. I have not had a chance to shoot it yet but my initial impressions give me no reason to doubt it's ability to perform as expected. Overall, for $630, I feel I got my moneys worth. I love the fact that it's American made, and has most of the niceties that I wanted. The few complaints that I did notice, and dictate above, I consider minor as I plan to customize the rifle to my liking anyway. A better handguard, pistol grip, a notched safety lever, an optic and a few extra tapco magazines and I think she'll be a Grade-A piece of hardware. Buds layaway helped me a lot and as with all the new firearms I purchase from them I got the lifetime warranty for $30. I hope I'll never need it, but we'll see once the time comes. 











Derek W

on
03/27/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










For a milled receiver AK for under $700 its great, best deal you will find. Feels really good. I Only have three minor issues The front sight seems to not be same size on either side by just a hair. At first I thought the whole front sight was off but after close review its centered perfectly its just not even.The right side of the ring is longer then the other by just a hair. The second minor issue is the safety lever is very hard to take off safety, it really does not want to move. Third problem for me is the gun did not come with a cleaning kit for taking the firing pen out and stuff. I thought it would come with it !!! P.S I would prefer the wood stock set to the plastic so The classic C39 would be better if you can get your hands on it but if not this you can buy and then buy the wood stock set 











Randy B

on
03/24/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really a bargain in the current AK market! 400 rounds so far without so much as a hiccup. I believe some folks don't like it because it's a Century and some don't like it because it is built with 100% USA made parts (explain that one). I love this rifle and highly recommend it! 











Deanne W

on
02/16/2014




Rating:   2 of 5 Stars!










Shoots straight but the forward and rear fixed sights are canted by almost 30 degrees. 











Rick L

on
02/02/2014




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Got the gun home and noticed that the top left side of the receiver was pushed in, bent. The cover closes OK but that is milled steel and how can a part be hit that hard to bend it coming from the factory. The gun was packaged rather well. so it didn't happen in shipping. Would like to get it repaired but I have heard nothing good about Century and defects/repairs. (This gun has never been fired outside of the factory). Anyway it is a Century problem and not Buds but I may give Century a call just to see what they say. The receiver would probably have to be replaced which would mean another transfer fee unless I could drive it over since we are both in Florida.. 











Jay K

on
01/26/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, well worth the money. The milled receiver is very nice, the gun has some nice weight to it, but is not overly heavy. Took it out the next without oiling it or cleaning and ate through over 100 rounds of herters and tulammo. The muzzle break is a little loose but its not to the point where it would hinder performance, if anything just annoying, not a reason to not purchase this weapon. To wrap it up, great gun, well worth money. 











Kent C

on
12/05/2013




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Ill start with the bad. Front sight is canted to the right, 5 windage clicks to get on target at 50 yards. When i adjusted the windage with the rear sight 5 clicks i tightened the allen nub down tight but it still fell off, took 30min to find it and re-install only for it to fall off again). So I bought a Red Dot sight, that didnt help as the tight rail forend loosened up after the first 50 rounds and is useless(lots of slop)(replacing). The muzzle break is so sloppy and flaps around, It flops around on the threads on the barrel. I will need to install 2,3,4 or more shims to get it not to flop all over the place or replace with a different style. The barrel is NOT chrome lined which isn't bad but. Muzzle break is very loose even when all the way on the threads. The Good: The receiver looks great so far. 











Garrett C

on
10/06/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Overall, very pleased with this rifle.! Fired a 100 rounds with no failure to feed or malfunction. The top quad rail and rear windage sight was loose, but was easily fixed. Besides that, gun is rock solid and well made. 











Eric L

on
09/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Lets start with Buds. This is my 10th purchase with them and once again I had no problems. They did this time take their time shipping, it took a week to ship, however, this was still within the advertised 3 to 7 working days to ship. The price lowered $37 dollars after I bought it, and I used the BuySafe program and I promptly received my $37 dollars deposited directly into my PayPal account. So the buysafe program really works and was easy to file my claim. Thanks Bids for providing the extra security for my purchase. I think this Centurion 39 is a great buy. It is very solid and shoots pretty accurate for a AK. Much tighter groups then my polish under folder AK. I fed it Tulammo, Wolf, Brown Bear, Hearters, and PPU. All shot great, no FTF or FTE after 200 Rounds. The only thing I didn't like was the feel of the plastic rails. It would be nicer with metal, but I am sure that would have added a lot of weight and cost. So in my opinion, I would highly recommend this rifle, especially since it is 100% American made, and NOT put together with surplus parts. 











Ian B

on
08/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a really nice rifle. The fact that it is a brand new 100% American made AK with a milled receiver is what interested me so much. The fit and finish is exceptional. And right out of the box the rifle shoots flawlessly. The trigger is absolutely incredible!! I put Wolf FMJ and HP through it with no problems. To be clear this IS a brand new rifle. There are no used or surplus parts. So there is no worry about the barrel being shot out or other parts being worn out. Very cool to open the box and see a pristine, unfired AK-47 variant!! Well worth the money. And it comes with 2 Tapco 30rd mags. 











Eric H

on
01/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first purchase through Buds and I am very impressed. Will buy from again. As for the firearm, this is a solid AK. No problems at all. Gave it a good cleaning and ran 500 rounds through it without a hiccup. It ate everything I fed it. Accuracy was also much better than I expected. If you are looking for an AK, i recommend this model! Now... To convince the wife I need another one... 











Riley T

on
01/21/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










AWESOME! Best AK I've ever seen quality wise. The Tapco grip and stock will need replaced though. (Cheap plastic) 











David P

on
09/21/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great rifle and well worth the money! Can't wait to shoot it! This is my first AK and first purchase from Bud's! I can't wait to find my next purchase, they are very fast in delivery, and keep you updated on your order. They got a customer for life! 











Scott A

on
07/21/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I decided to add an AK to my collection and shopped around. I chose the Centurion Sporter 39 because of it's features and the fact that it is American made. I have used Hornady and Tula ammo without any ftf's or malfunctions. This weapon is fun and easy to shoot as well as accurate. 











Robert D

on
03/14/2012




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Bought this one from Bud's almost a year ago. Part of the gas tube, the flange that holds the front of the handguard in place, was a little warped. A few months later while shooting Golden Bear the upper handguard popped up and almost off entirely. Sent it in to Century, customer service operator seeemed very disinterested and skeptical about the problem. When they sent it back, I noticed they had not replaced anything, simply made a modification that does not allow the upper handguard to come off. Over the next couple seasons, gas tube became looser and looser, so I shipped it in again, they said maybe they'd fix it or maybe they'd replace it. 2 problems for a brand new, "super High-Quality" AK in under a year, we'll see how it goes. Also kind of a pain that the front sight is not adjustable for windage, because I hear it doesn't fit right with a TWS gen 2 and there would be no way to adjust the windage. However, milled receiver/compensator combo work GREAT, also one of the most comfortable grips I've ever used (more comfortable than the Hogue, even though these ones are polymer) Good functioning lower handguard. 











Natasha L

on
01/15/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










straight outta box this ak is ready to go.....compared to most ak this one shoot pretty nice after the pws break this rifle is one of the best thanks to buds i got it quik and easy 











Veronica A

on
12/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I bought this ak last week wed and I got a week later. Its my second firearm from buds and I don't have a single complaint about the service. About the ak it is so nice and it is worth every penny . 











Jorge A

on
09/01/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is one cool gun. Takes standard AK mags too. It's solid. Almost no recoil . Very accurate for an ak. Finish is a dark grey matte. Handgaurd includes rails. Comfortable grip, no ftf's . I'm very happy with it. Before spending this much money do your homework and make sure this is the AK you want because this baby will set you back about 800.00 bucks. Buds kicks ass. 











Caleb R

on
07/21/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun is really nice; my second order from Bud's. It shipped in a nice box, well protected with egg crate foam. This gun shoots really well. no jams or ftf with surplus ammo. One con is that the barrel is not chromed so you cannot shoot corrosive ammo, but that's not a big deal. Comes with two tap co mags and that's it. Always clean your gun before you fire it. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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